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1. Let D be 巴 a domai泊nin t出h巴 c∞!刀ompμl巴位x王 z-pがlanε and i be光e 乱 bound出arηyc∞omponen凶tof 

Dcωons叩S計ISお加出s日剖叫t山t

any c∞on吋lIo町rmlmappi出ngof D consists of a 呂i出ngle巴 poαln叫t. If r is not weak， then we say 

that i is unstable (Sario (14J). 

Consid巴rcircles Cv(1I =士1，:]::2，…) with c巴ntersιon the real axis of the z句plane

such that they are disjoint from each other and cluster to infinity z =∞ from the both 

sides of the real旦xis. Here， without 1085 of generality， we may assume that c -v-1 く ~-ν

く Oくムく c，+1 for every positive integer v. Let B the fundamental domain， bounded by 

Cν(11=土 1，士2，…)， of a proper1y discontInuous group generated by the hyp日rboliclin巴ar

transformations with real coe伍Cl巴nt8

(1.1) Zr =S〔z〕=14二士ι
7νz-卜0ν

(ν=土 1，士2，・ー〉ヲ

each of which for ev巴ryνtransform8the outside of C-v into the inside of Cv・

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relation between th白 weal王nessof the 

boundary component∞ of B and the parabolic type of it defined by the function which is 

genεrated from r ([4J， [11])， and to get the su伍cientconclitions for it to be parabolic. 

2. Consider the Poincar企theta-seriesof (-2)-dimension 

(2.1) dS(z) 
⑫(z)=戸HEKz〕]7729

where the kernelfunction H(z) is a real rational function whose poles ar巴 in the set 
。、

B= BU ( U cv). It is well lmown that the series (2.1) converges absolutely and uniformly 
、¥1= - 0。ノ

in the complement D"-of the set of singular points of r， with respect to the z-plane， and 

defines a function meromorphic in D発 Foreach transformation of r， we have the well 

known di旺erentialinvariant 

(2.2) @(S(z))dS(z)=@(z)dz. 

This invariant is called an automorphic differentIal. The function 
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(2. I(か J@(z)dz 
Zo 

1S obtained integrating the 呂utomorphic differ巴nti乳1along an 

For any S(z)ζF， the relation 

path in D持c

(2.4) I(S(z)) =I(z)十k8

is satis五 wh邑r吉丸 isthe additive constant which depends on 。

Now， if w記 chooseas a kernelfunction 

(2.5) H(z) =三fdF (α く b，rεal，α， b E B)， 

then we obtaIn th日 iollowinganalytic repr巴sentationof I(z) : 

同ル写叫詑H-:33j三7同叫7三ij旨:去二t~-J
In what follows， we assume that Zo is th邑 originz = 0 for con venience. 

Thεfollowing two cases (i)乱nd(ii) occur to the positions of αand b図

(i) The case where a and b are congruεnt with respect to some generator of F， that 

15， b=Sν(α) for j)園 Inthis case， the poles of different terms of (2.6) ar巴 canceledeach 

other in pairs and we obtain乱 finit邑 integr乱 in D発. Mor日over，we can easily s邑ethat 
δ 

I(z) dep巴ndson the pole Jv = - ，，"'-of but do巴snot depend on a. . If we denote 
i"v 

such an I(z)by 

(2.7) 的)=[@(z， 

then w巴 havea squence of functions (ν=1， 2， 3，…〕ーIfも andif the 

radius of Cv that of c-v， then the function S九(z)is a real elementary normal 

integral of the五1'stkind in th邑 senseof L. MY1'bε1'g [6J. We call Cfv(z) a reaI no1'mal 

integral of the first kind. 

By乱立 easy (Burnside P. J. [9， 11]) we obtain the relations 

(2.8) =2πム 内
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If r， is a J ordan curve which ]oms two 

uppe1' half of B， then the 

points on circles c-v and cνin the 

(2固 Tvμ= I 
~ TJ< 

of Cfv along r 1'- is real. By a simple calculation it holds th邑 symmetricrelation 

(2.10)τj.tV=τ>1'-' 

(ii) The case whe1'e a乱ndb a1'e not congru巴ntfo1' any generator of F. The poles 

of di宜erentter司msof (の cannotbe canceled εach other. We denote such an integral I(z) 

by XαI>(z) and call it a real no1'mal intεg1'al of the third kind J圃 r¥/lurhpro [10，11， 12]). 

It has the fol1owing properties : 
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1"χ帥 (z)is regular in B except at a and b， where it has logarithmic poles with 

residues -1 and 1 repectively. 

20 The periods of Xal， (z) along Cv and r v ar巴

(2.11) 
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〔ν=1，2，…). 

3. Let Bo b巴 theupper half of the fundamental domain B. Any branches of れ(z)

and Xab(Z) are single-valued and r巴gularin Bo by the monodrnmy theorem.We take 

the branches of l{Jv(z) and χαb (z) such that ヂν(0)=0and χα1. (0) = 0 and denote them by 

ヂν(z)and Xab(Z) again. Let us consid巴rthe images of Bo by them. The function ICv(z) 

is real on the intersection of B with the part of the real axis between C-v and CV' The 

imaginary part of l{Jバz)increases by π， when z describes the upper half circumference of 

Cνor C-V' According as the origin z=o is contained in the interval [a， bJ or not， Xab(Z) 

1S r巴alon the real axis in B inside or outside [a， bJ. The imaginary part of X"I.(Z) 

increases by -πorπin the former and by πor ー πinthe latter respectively， when Z 

passes through z = a or z口 bin the positive direction 

We see that w =れ (z)=Z九(z)+ivν(z)maps Bo conformally onto the rectangle a，く Z九

く a，+九" 0くUν く πwithvertical slits starling from the upper and lower sides and 

corresponding to the upper halves of all CI' 巴xceptfm ρ=v. Ancl W=Xal'(Z) =Uab(Z)+ 

iVab(Z) maps Bo conformally onto the strip domain ー∞く U，a7'く∞， 0くUαbく πwith

vertical slits starting from the upper and the lower sides and corresponding to the upper 

halves of cμ(p=土1，土2，…). (Fig. (a)， (b)) 

As to these slitsラ thereare two cases : these slits cluster to a point from the both 

sicles or not. 1n the former case we say that the type of l{Jν(z) or Xαバz)is parabolic and 

in latter case we say non町parabolic.

Then we obtainecl the following results ([1]) : 

Theorem 1. lf Xal'(Z) isρarabolic with resρect to some (α噌b)(ー∞く αく bく∞〉噌

then X，，/，(z) is alsoρarabolic with tesρect to anyρair (α、b).

In the case where a ancl b are congruent with respect to some generator Sν(z) E: r， 

we can prove the following 

Theorem 2. Whether the type 01れ (Z)is parabolic or not is indφendenl of v mme 

ρrecisely l{J，(Z) ， (v = 1， 2，…) are allρarabolic or all nonサarabolic.

From the above theorems we五ndthat the type of l{Jv(z) or XαI，(Z) depencls on the 

behavior of circles in the neighborhood of∞， that is， the concept of the type of l{Jバz)or 

Xab(Z) is a local property. 日巴reafterwe say that the component ∞ is parabolic or non-

parabolic according as th巴 typeof S九(Z)or Xα/)(Z) is parabolic or non-parabolic. 

Consiclering th巴 images of B by e'i'vc，) and eX'dCり， we fincl that th巴y are a ring 

domain ancl a plane slittecl along the concentric circular arcs， whose centers are at the 
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origin and which are symmetric with respect to the real axis， since Bo and B1 are symmetric 

with respect to the real axis. (Fig. (c) (d)). 

H 
L. J1111111111，......11111 L 1111111 1 

(b) 

仰が州)
(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 

4. Let us consider the relation between the weakness and the parabolic type of the 

component∞. 

By a canonical conformal mapping， B can be mapped onto a plane domain slitted 

along an infinite number of concentric circular arcs symmetric with respect to the real 

axis whose common centers are the origin， wher巴 thecomponent ∞ corresponds to the 

ongm. 

Sario ([14]) proved that the necessary and su伍cientcondition that the component∞ 

be weak isthat the circular slits converge to the origin. 

But in our case B can be mapped by e ~vc吋 and e lla • (2 ) onto a ring domain and a 

plane domain slitted along an infinite number of concentric circular arcs with common 

centers at the origin symmetric with respect to the real axis， which converge to the real 

point di妊erentfrom the origin. (Fig. (c)， (d)). 

Then the following question arises: Does the weakness equal the parabolic type? 

Since the parabolic type is a local property， we may treat the problem in the 

neighborhood of the accumulating point of slits of the rectangle and the strip domain 

with slits starting from the upper and lower sides， which is the image of B by ω=f{Jv(Z) 

and χal，(Z). By a suitable linear transformation， the accumulating point of slits is 

carried into the origin. Then we may investigate the parabolic type and the weakness in 

the neighborhood of the ongm in the plane slitted along slits being symmetric and 
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orthogona1 to the rea1 axis and converging to the origin from the both sides. 

In my former paper ([2J) we treated such prob1em. 

L巴tS，.(n=l， 2，…) be a s巴quence of slits being symmetric and orthogona1 to the 

positive rea1 axis of the comp1ex w-p1ane and converging to the origin 0 :ω=0. We  

de1ete the set U S，. U {O} from the w司p1aneand denote by D the resu1ting domain. 
'>>=1 

Then we proved the following : 

Theorem 3. 1f S，.伊=1，2，…〕 αresegmenお x=αぷ>0)， Iy I三五ん satisfying0く

G筒+t< a町 1imα，.=0and 
'‘ー多国

(4.1) ん三五仇 tanα=h，.' 

for Sl仰 te向edαi0く αくーιJ， then 0 is a weak boundaη compon伽 tof the domain by 
\~-~.-2J 

deleting U S.. U {O}斤vmthe w-ρlane. 

Moreover we showed that in the case when segments in our Theorem 3 do not satisfy 

the condition (4.1) the origin 0 is not a1ways weak. 

1 I.---J 1 ¥ Thωrem 4. 1f S怖(n=l，2，…〉 αresegments: x =一一，Iy I 孟 cl~r ， (c>O， 0 n - ¥ n-l / 
く ρくり，then the origin is an unstable boundary com.ρ'onent of the domain obtained by 

deleting U S.. U {O}介vmthe w・ρlane.

Recent1y the extensions of the above theorems were ，obtained by the author 田 dK.

Oikawa ([3]). 

Our prob1em is solved comp1ete1y. Because we may divide the rea1 axis into the 

positive and negative ones and use the above theorems. Therefore the parabo1ic type is 

di妊erentfrom the weakness and is divided into the weak and the unstab1e parts. 

5. Now we want to get the su伍cientcondition for the componet∞ of B to be 

parabo1ic. From Theorems 1 and 2 it is enough to decide the parabolic type of ~九(z).

In diff巴rencewith the symmetric group， asymmetry of the arrangement of circles {c，，} 

with respect to the imaginary axis becomes a subject of discussion. 

Let us denote the parts of the rea1 axis between the c r v and c士〈ν+1)by krv， of which 

endpoints are e士2νande均け1)・ Without10ss of genera1ity we may assume that the radii 

R r v of circles c士νarebounded， that is， R rv ~ 1. We describe the circles Cl rv whose 

diameters are the interva1s k r v between c r v and c士〈叶1)・ Supposethat the radii R' r v of 

c'rνare bounded， that is， R' rν孟1. The hyperbo1ic 1inear transformation Tν(z) which 

transforms Cl -v to c' v is decided. 

We describe the circle orthogona1 to the rea1 axis 

(5.1) Htω; I z-aV(t) I = PV(t)， (0 < t < 1)， 

which go through a point 〆-von Cl -v and the corresponding point 〆von c' v by 九(z).

This circle H/V) intersect the rea1 axis at the points e-V(t) and eV(t)， where the centers 

Ho(") and H1ω are 
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e2叶 1+ e-(2v+ρ 
1，(1)一一一?一一一

e.，. -ドd 品

Gνゆ〕ニ J 〕 7一旦ー，(5.2) 

We can easily se巴 th且t

ρ，(t)くp，(t')， (tく pν(めく ρνl(t)， 。く〆);

Pν(t)→凶，。→四).

(5.3) 

Lεt 

L似

be the 1巴ng土d出hof th巴 image of the upper half circlε of (5. ヂ口nあbち与(z).This is the 

of the curv巴 whichjoins two points on the horizontal side of the rectangle that is the 

imag巴 of及。 ヂバz). H we denote a point on H，(v) and the derivative with 

respect to pν(t) 

(5.4) 

daν(t) 
=十九(t)ei(f.， -d予之ぢニav(5.5) 

Schwarz's inequality 

れてゆ 1Idzl 1宮三五十 lso〆怖くz)1211-av〆(t)cos αIldz 
J H，cV) 

J-Il-a)ゐ!は-a/(t)cos αl 
正1/νJ

respectively， we obtain 

{L(ρ 

(5. 

1 -1 a/(t) 1 / (' 

一一一一一一一く 1211-a/ωCOS αi Idzl. Pv(t) 、 J ν〕

Sin四 1a/(t) 1く 1，it holds 

ν一。一バπoa 
k
 

r
4
t
 (5.7) 

Suppose that 

from Pv(O) to Pv(1)， then we 

ρν(t))ミミ &>0(5. 

Multiplying dん(t)in both sid巴sof (5.7) al1d 

have the following inequality， 

一:Lf1-lhW 了 d附くJ1 12 dA=D仇加。 ω，
B(C2ν，ι2，+1) 

where B(e2v> ぬけ1)i8 the part bounded 収入 andth色 real 乱nddA= 11-

a/くの cosα11d.α11 dpv(の 1Sit8 surface element and DB(eZY，向什j) (SO心 i8 th巴 area of 

the image. 

Summing up from 1 to N with re8pect to JJ we obtain 

(5. 

e2λ r 1-1α/(t) 1 -Jn 0， /' ..f" πhIf-予よt〉 dpゆく見 DB(e2V，ezv+J) くれ〉豆DBo(f[!n) =πτm (5.10) 

The right side of (5.10) is 五nitefor 五三宝edn， since I8 the area of the r日ctangle.

If， und日r(5.8)， 
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(5.11) ¥
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it contradicts with th巴 factthat D}J， (ヂ心 isfinite. Ther巴foreif we suppose (5.11)， th巴n

there exists Vo for any small 6， so that L(Pv(t))く εforanyν与 ν。
Then we have the following 

Theorem 5. 11 (5.11) establishes， then the boundary comρonent∞ is parabolic. 

Now let us consider the property of a/(t) (0 ~ [a/(の1くわ in (5.10) which express 

the variation of the center caus巴dby the variation of the radius of Ht(v) and provides 

the asymmetry of circles {c 1: v}，。ニ1，2，…) with r巴spectto the imaginary axis. 

D己noteby ()v(t) th巴 function

(5.12) 
1 

1-[ a/(t) [ 
(0 ~ t < 1). 

P. J. Myrberg inverstigated the property of ()v(め in his paper ([8J) about the type 

problem of a simp1y connected open Riemann surfac巴. If we denote by m， the smaller 

distance from the pole of Tν(z) toι2v and e-(2v+l)， we have 

(5.13) ()，(t)く cが(ν)，

where c is a constant and O(v) is 

(Rv' R-/ ¥ (2R/ -mv ¥2 (5.14) 点的zmaxi-579-57i-l i 
¥ K-，' K; J ¥ m， J 

which is independent of t. If we suppose 

(5.15) ポ(ゆく logpν(t)， 

we obtain from th巴 leftside of (5.10) 

く5.16) 名 f一一一互 e~_(D一一一く c .手 j司王二一Lb:gLdρν(め
v -1りがt)log似の ど14J〉ん(t)

On the other hand the left side is 

(5.17) 孟j::i品 ∞ log ρνく1)
=logAE言予三百

一回 (1 ， 10g ρパ1)一logPν(0) ¥ 
= 10只 II11+ 一一一一 l 

昌也:'1¥ ~ ， log Pν(0) } 

If 

(5.18) ぷ log ん〔1)一一10gPv(O) 
ム一一一TogPv(O) 

diverges， then (5.17) diverges， hence the right member of (5.16) diverges. Therefore we 

have the following 
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Theorem 6. If the series (5.18) diverges under (5.15)， then the com，ρonent∞ is 

ρarabolic. 

Especially if we suppose 

(5.19) o <1 av'(の|孟hく 1，

we get 

(5.20) 的〉4tI=正

Hence we obtain the following 

Corollaη 1. If under (5. 19) the series 

(5.21) ζ p，(l)-p，(O) 
ド1一一五之町

diverges， the infinity is the ρarabolic boundary component. 
If r is a symmetric group， that is， k=O， circles {c，} are symmetric with respect to 

the imaginary axis. Th巴 series(5.21) is modified and we obtain L. Myrberg's theorem 

([6]) about the type problem of the real hyperelliptic integral of the first kind as the 

special case. 

Cotollary 2. (L. Myrberg) In the case that r is a symmetric grouρ， if the series 

(5.21) 手、 62叶 l-eZ.
ジ亡 e2，

divereges， the component ∞ isρarabolic. 

6. Remark. Savage ([15]) got many criteria for boundary component to be weak. 

Let us consider the relation between L. Myrberg's criterion and Savage's relative width 

cntenon. 

Consider a doubly connected bounded domain G of th巴 complexplane. Let r 1 and r 2 

denote its boundary curves. Let d be the dist祖国 betweenthe closed sets r 1 and r 2. 

Consider all recti五ablecurves c in G which separate rl from r2' and which are at a distance 

ミd/2from rl U r2. Let L be the greatest lower bound of the lengths of these c. We 

de負nethe relative width ωof G as ω= d/L. 

In the case that r is a symmetric group， we denote by {G，} a sequence of ring 

domains converging to∞， where theboundary curves rz. and rh+1 of G， are circles 
whose common centers are the origin and whose radii are R2ν=ez. and Rh+1 =e2け 1・

Then the relative width ωνof G， is (e2叶 1-eh)/π(e2叶 1十ez.).By Savage's criterion， 

if :呂町 isdivergent， then the component∞ is weak. Since L; (e2，十l-eh)/eh+1+ez.) ，- 1ν-1  

and L; (eh+1-eh)/e2νdiverge simultaneously， L. Myrberg's criterion is the weak cond. ， -1 

ition for the component∞. 

In the case where r is not symmetric， it is not clear whether th巴 su伍cientconditions 

of Theorems 5 and 6 are weak for the component∞ or not. 

電箇勝額勝
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If they are weak conditions， what is the conditions that is parabolic and unstable for 

the component国?

7. Let us consider the rel旦tionbetween the boundary component of the parabo1ic 

typ巴 andthe conc巴ptof a regular and an irregular boundary component in the pot巴ntial

theory. 

1n order to simplify the observation， we transform the fundamental domain B by r; = 

-÷Then  we get tk fund…凶 domainB* bounded by circles which con吋 eto 

the origin from the both sides. 

We describe any auxiliary closed curve h which surrounds the origiI1 and the isol旦ted

boundaries of circl巴sand does not intersect them. Let (υ〔む beth巴 harmonicfunction 

which takes the value 1 on r~ and 0 on the other bound乱riescontained in r豆・
We say that c = 0 is a regular boundary component， if there exists some neighborhood 

U(O) of the origin for any e > 0 so thatω(むく εforeach c E U( 0)円Bぺandotherwise 

c = 0 is an irregular boundary component. 

Let w= f(c) b巴 asingle-valued， regular and univalent function in B*. The concept 

of a regular and an irregular boundary component is a local property and conformally 

invariant. If we denote by r，，， the image of r~ ， the harmonic function which takes the 

value 1 on 1'，，， and 0 on the other boundaries contained inれ。 18沿(w)=ω(f(c))

Then we have easily the following 

Theorem 7， If the origin c = 0 is irregular， then it is weak and hence parabolic. 

Proof. Let {r，，，勺，(n=l， 2，…) be a s巴quenc巴 ofthe closed curves contained in r晴

which converge to the boundary component r叩=lim r，:' corresponding toど=0 and do 
n-歩。。

not intersect the other isolated boundaries. 

If we denote by Vn(w) the function which is harmonic in th巴 domainbounded by r明怜

and γ叩 andtakes the value 1 on r岨 and0 on 1'，，，怜 andfurther by"(九(w)the harmonic 

function which takes the value 1 on r岬 and0 on r"，" and the other boundaries， then we 

hav巴

(7.1) Vn(W)与三w，，(w).

If c = 0 is unstable， that isラ c= 0 corresponds to a continum r"， by some w = f(f;)， both 

Vn(w) and 必n(ω)conv日rgeuniformly to the harmonic functions V(w) and 而(w)which 

are not constant and we have from (7.1) 

(7.2) V(ω〉ミw(ω).

If we denote by 及l{.the image of Bペ呂inceth巴re exists some neighbor hood U( r岬)of 

r"， for anyε> 0 so that V(ω) < e establishes in B，，，'"ハU(r叩)， then we have而〔ω)く ε.

This fact contradicts with th巴 hypothesisthat c = 0 is irregular. q. e. d 

Generally let us consid巴ran infinitely connected domain bounded by a sequence of 

circles k"，(n = 1， 2γ・う which do not intersect with each other and converge to c =0. 1n 

this case we have the sufficient conditions for f; = 0 to be regular or irregular (L. Myrberg 
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[7]). 

Denote by 九 anda渦 theradii ofん and the distances from c = 0 to the cεnters of 

them respectively， where r怖く a'n~ anく α扮 -1 and lim a，，=O. 

the series 

(7.3) ぷ loga純

;;'"-;;;!1 log r" 

n-歩∞

converg己s，then c = 0 is an iuegular boundary compon巴nt.

Th日nwe have the following 

L Myrberg's 

If the serieふく7.3)converges， c = 0 is削減側dh仰 ce仰 rabolic固

Gl  l =-n' rn= 

jf 

The converse of Th記orem7 does not necessary establish. Even if c = 0 is parabolic， 

a regular case may occur. 

Counter exαmjうle. Let S怖くn=l，2，' うbe segmen ts x = a，，(く 0)，Iy I <h" s且tisfying

Oく α略+1く G町1im a錨 =0and 
，.....∞ 

ム，.=a"tan α 

for 30m巴 fixed くαく+).Th巴nfrom Th…m 3，ト.0is a w叫 bo凶 arycomp-

onent of the domain obtained by deleting U S悌 U {O} from the c-plane. On the other 

hand we have 

(7.5) lim -一一一丘一=0
'17l+00 ム

and it is the sufficient condition for c = 0 to be regular (L. Myrberg 

From the above and the s邑ction4， a11 irregular component is the strongest and a 

parabolic component is the weakest among thr巴econc記pts.

8. In this section let us seek for the su伍cientcondition for c = 0 to b日 non-parabolic.

To deal with f{Jν〔わ inB特 isvery di伍cult 111 calculation. So we map B* conformally 

onto a domain B in the complex z-plane， of which boundaries are slits on the r巴a1axis， 

by Koebe's method which use the series (Koebe [5J). The upper and the lower halves 

of B are marked with and B1 respectively and the notatio11s of the endpoints of slit5 

are the same as B持。

Let !!; = k(z) be the function which maps B conformally 011to Bぺthatis， the i11V己rse

of Ko巴be'sfunction. Then instead of considering c九(む inB*， we may consider the 

composed function O，，(z) =れ (k(z))= Un(z)十iV，，(z)in B. We denote the intervals among 

an infinite number of slits in order by 

(8.1) 
l h ， g ム b 仇 e.)， ヲ b九νι (ケ仇仇6向九恥2¥1-νr一h 向

b-1正(一D悶司，e-2)， b-z(e-oフ e-.)， "'， b-，(e-(h-ふ e-2¥1)， . 
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We define a single-valued， bounded and harmonic function V，ν(z) or V_バz)in a domain 

Bv or B寸 boundedby only two 'slits (bv， b1) or (b-v，b-1) which satisfy the following 

condition : 

(8.2) 九州;
on b士1

on b士ν・

Evidently we have the following inequality 

(8.3) V..(z)くL: (Vv(z)+ V_ν(z)). 
νm怜+1

In order to get the value V..(z) in the neighborhnnd of z=O， we may evaluate 

Vv(z) and V_，(z) there. For this purpose we make use of the e1liptic integral. For 

converience we transform the variable in the following manner. At the first we carry out 

w 日 v日一νandthe second we do t仕出いh

Since 

(8.4) V，*(守)=V，(z)， V_，*(ヲ)=V_，(z) 

ln守-plane，we can calculate ~ *(の andv::.， *α)， if we choose the constant c， so th拭

the period of the e1liptic integral isπin the following : 

(8.5) 
r∞ dz 

V，*(一∞)=cνl
J0 1/kz-azXz-Gh-IXz-σぷア ' 

(8.6) 
ρ∞ dz 

V，*(+∞)=π十九 l 一一
.1h1/誌記ごa2)(x-a2v-1)(x-a2よ

1 
where亨=叶iyand a2， =っ-¥1- and a2v-1=二五土ー Since

.， 2ν .， 2ν一1

(8.7) V，*(一∞)=Vv*( +∞)， 

then we have 
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(8.9) αhα2v-，+d" (dνく 1).

Then we have 

(8.10) 
log a2v-1 <k一一一一一一一一一I log dν| 

where k is a constant independent of仏 From (8.8) and (8. 10)， we have 
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(8.11) ドJ∞伽 1<廿 10ga2V-j 干土工士=-1主 flOg dv -1'-' 

to the calculation 01 V -v(z) we h且γε

〔明8均 |レCJ{f「一吋∞一並止L一==-I~π吋h〆 !包豆笠旦巴企担0-，，-=-山二二二コム一)
I VV  J 0 1-ν/ 一 iけ10暗gdι{寸νl

whεre k' and are constant 乱sin and From (8. and the 

following in巴quality

(8. V机くπ「P A f hfz翌二1ー十IQ_ga-~竺二斗1
L h 何十1¥ 1 log dν 1 ' 1 log d..ν 1 }J 

己stablishes，where k発 =max(k，k'). Under the condition 

(8. 

we have 

(8.15) 

ごも ( log ah -1 

ν日 ¥←す瓦livl--

V氏。〉く π

1 
く

and h巴ncez = 0 is non.parabolic. 

Suppose that the seriεs 

(8.16) え(河台f十+鴇fに子)
conv日rges. Then taking enough a gr巴atnumber幻。ゆり， for nミno(k*)，(8.14) and 

hence (8.15) establish. 

If we return to the (8.16) is transformed into 

.17) ぷ ( -1 -1) i 
β2 ~瓦戸広"-1了1'11面(lje2二h- 1jé2二弘子孟JT)

To simplify the form of 17)， if we deno旬 l/ez，，-! and ljeー(h-l)be PZv-l and P-(h-l) 

(8.18) 

we have 

2 子~ (，_，_ ~o.~ ρ2v-1+l og  ρ-brd}  一一 一一 一一一一一-，{-=2 ¥ 1 log 一β2211-1) 1 寸 1 log(t2 -211 _p2_伽“心 1 } 

Under the hypothesis p2ZY 一1く 1and p2_2ν -1)く 1，(8.18) and 

(8.19) 
名{ log β仇 -1 log ρ(h寸 i
4七'2 ¥'-1 fogC瓦ご瓦二百下'T五福;Fiiij二~))T)

ar巴 simultan巴ouslyconvergent. Then we have th巴 following

Theorem 8. Under the hypothesis thαt (PZ1Iーム11-1)，(β-2v -P-(2V -0)く 1，if(8.19) 

is convergent， then the comjうonentz = 0 is non田tarabolicand hence unstable. 

In the special case of Theorem 8 when r is a symmetric group， we have the followin g 

Corollary. (L. Myrberg [6]). If 

20) 名 P2V-1 
v 一一一…一一-
hzi log〔ρ口 -P211-a1 
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converges under tzν一ρ2ν-1く 1，the C011ψonent z=O is nω'2-tarabolic and hence unstable. 

examJうle. 九一1=V，ん -hrrujr(わり

Remark. Oikaw乱 provedthe following ([13J， Theorem 8) : 

Let Sν〔νニ=1，2，…) be a sequence of closed intervals [e2v+l> ezvJ on the positive real 

axis of the complex z田plane，where 0くのけ1く のνく e'!.¥J-lく 1(v=2， 3， ...) and 1im e2ν 
V 4-0。

= O. Then， under the conditions 

(8.21) 

and 

(8.22) 

1・ e2¥J-l1m ニ一一 = 
ν→∞ e2ν 

e2V二L二三 H-o>1， 
e2V十1 ←-

the component z=O is weak if and only if 

if 

(8.23) 
。
2J --一一一一一=∞.
V叶 log ---"-"-，，ヶーー

(:;:2ν-1一ι2v

But the above Corollary i8 moclified to the following : 

Uncler the conclition 

(8.24) 

。ル

(8.25) 

ρnー -f-er;，
ιJ←~ーく L
ezνe2ν-1 

ヱ冒 l log e2v-j  I 
'IJ ~1 屯 e2 ν

lOg一一一一一一一一一
e2ν司 j-eZν

く∞ラ

then thεcomponent z= 0 i8 non-parabolic. 

1t is easily seen that (8.24) i8 stronger than (8.21). Then from the above we find 

that uneler the conditions (8.22) anel (8.24)， if the component z = 0 i8 parabolic and 

un8tab1e， (8.25) i8 divergent， but (8.23) is convergent. 
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